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NetEnt boosts offering with enhanced 
Butterfly Staxx 2™   

 

The sequel to the highly popular original game includes new pick-and-

click features, multiple play areas and guarantees maximum magical 

enjoyment for all player types 

 

The colourful and enchanting world of butterflies is now even more magical with Butterfly 
Staxx 2TM – the latest release from NetEnt has been enhanced with a pick and click bonus 
game offering even more ways to win.  
 
In this 5-reel, 4-row, 40-fixed line video slot, players can unlock up to three play areas in a 
single bet, where the reels in each play area spin independently and simultaneously. This 
innovation is triggered during any Re-Spin round which is activated when a full stack of four 
Butterfly symbols lands and covers the entire reel or by choosing Butterfly Spins when a 
bonus game is awarded.  
 
The game also contains a brand-new bonus game Butterfly Frenzy where the standard  
pick-and-click is taken to new exciting levels. Butterfly Frenzy consists of stages up to level 
5. The game starts with 10 picks and the player picks butterflies that awards coin wins to 
increase the total win. Each stage awards 10 picks to the player which are added to 
remaining picks from the previous stage. 
 
"Butterfly Staxx 2 is a true sequel to the highly successful Butterfly Staxx. It takes a familiar, 

powerful mechanic that has been amplified to meet the voracious player expectations of 

today. This game shows the industry needs all different types of games and this is all about 

player entertainment and stickiness. As always, adding enhanced player interaction means 

engagement and success, and the multi-level pick-and-click bonus does just that. Another 

modern-day classic in the making.” said Bryan Upton, NetEnt Director of Games. 



 
 

Play Butterfly Staxx 2 Video Slot for free here 
 
For additional information please contact:  
press@netent.com  
 
 

NetEnt AB (publ) is a leading digital entertainment company, providing premium gaming solutions to the world’s  

most successful online casino operators. Visit www.games.netent.com to try our games. Since its inception in 
1996, NetEnt has been a true pioneer in driving the market with thrilling games powered by their cutting -edge 

platform. With innovation at its core, NetEnt is committed to helping customers stay ahead of the competition. 

NetEnt is listed on Nasdaq Stockholm (NET-B), employs 900 people and has offices in Stockholm, Malta, Kiev, 

Gothenburg, New Jersey, Krakow and Gibraltar. www.netent.com  
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